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Burly Barnes toys with outclassed Palace 
Liverpool 5 Crystal Palace 0  
LIVERPOOL 5  
(4-4-2): Hooper; Jones, Burrows, Nicol, Piechnik; Marsh, Hutchison, Barnes, 
Redknapp; Rosenthal (Stewart 75min), McManaman.  
CRYSTAL PALACE 0  
(4-4-2): Martyn; Humphrey, Young, Thorn, Shaw; Southgate, Osborn, Sinnott 
(Ndah 76min), McGoldrick; Armstrong, Williams (Coleman 63min).  
Goals: McManaman (6min) 1-0; Marsh (9min) 2-0; McManaman (18min) 3-0; 
Rosenthal (62min) 4-0; Hutchison (75min) 5-0.  
Weather: fine. Ground: excellent.  
Referee: S Lodge (Barnsley).  
OUTSIDE Anfield, standing on the Kemlyn Road before the match, a sandwich-
board evangelist shouted to some visiting fans: ``Palace will let you down, Jesus 
won't.''  
He was unnervingly right about the former, as Crystal Palace were embarrassingly 
outplayed by Liverpool.  
Yet even the most devoted supporter of Liverpool among the 36,386 crowd would 
not have dared prophesy the sort of return made by John Barnes.  
In his first home match for seven months, after a ruptured Achilles tendon while 
on England duty, Barnes strolled the stage and stole the opening scenes: he had 
all the best lines. In the side to fill the gap left by the injured Ian Rush, Barnes did 
so amply.  
``Not fully match fit'' is a euphemism for portly his waistline is somewhere 
between Moby Dick and Molby. For the first five minutes he seemed weighted to 
the ground, beached, static. But then he lit up the game like a flare through a 
prism.  
With the ball at his feet on the right edge of the Palace penalty area, Barnes 
teased and tripped three defenders towards him, creating space for his cross as 
well as in the area, where McManaman rose unopposed to head powerfully 
home.  
In the ninth minute, Barnes cut a dash through the Palace midfield from deep on 
the left and the ball found its way to Marsh, who hit a right-foot chip shot from 25 
yards past Martyn.  
Palace's defence was in dismal disarray, as Liverpool attacked at will, Barnes 
linking with crisp interchanges to McManaman and Redknapp.  
The home side hardly needed any assistance, but were grateful nevertheless 
when Shaw's header back to Martyn had the keeper scrabbling to save a corner 
and failing to stop a goal, as McManaman robbed him of the ball and slotted it 
home left-footed.  
Though Liverpool kept the pressure on, Martyn kept other shots out, so there was 
no further score in the first half. This was also because Palace never looked like 
scoring themselves. Their midfield could not hold the ball and could not move 
play forward, and apart from McGoldrick's forays down the right, they relied on 
Armstrong's lonely efforts to get into Liverpool's area.  
With Thomas injured and Salako in Los Angeles for an operation on his knee, such 
deficiencies seem likely to doom Palace's season.  
Yet for 15 minutes after halftime Palace seemed to make a match of it, and 
McGoldrick, with time and space, missed his side's best chance, lobbing over from 
18 yards.  
Then another Palace defensive blunder broke the spell. With the ball given away 
on the right, McManaman took it to the byline and crossed for Rosenthal, 
unmarked (again), to volley into the net.  
Given the weak opposition, Barnes was able to ease himself in and out of the 
action, his teammates stringing together lengthy passing sequences. As chances 
came and went, Hutchison made up for those he had missed when he scored 
Liverpool's fifth in the 75th minute after Marsh's pass put him clear from six 
yards.  
Palace can hardly be relishing their return to Anfield for the League Cup on 
Tuesday.  
 

 
Heavyweight Barnes adds punch to Anfield surge 
JOHN BARNES, charged once by his father with not having a striker's desire to 
score goals, admitted: 'It gives me more satisfaction to take the ball past 
defenders and set things up for others.' After his first appearance of the season 
before the loving Kop he was last out of the bath - a satisfied man with satisfied 
manager.  
Graeme Souness said: 'Barnes showed the form I expected of him six matches 
down the road.' He was helped by a stand-offish Palace defence; he was not 
charged once by them. But Barnes, while sensibly pacing himself, played as if he 
owed his manager some matches. He set up a rout.  
Last season he missed 30 League games. Of the last 88 he had missed 71. Now, 
having returned from a six-month Achilles injury to turn the match at Loftus Road 
last week, he may do for Liverpool what Gascoigne has done for England - and he, 
frustratingly, has not. As Nicol said: 'He makes everyone else play.'  
At present Barnes is carrying surplus weight. He wore the injured Molby's shirt 
without looking ridiculous. But, like the Dane, he showed that bulk is no bar to 
influence.  
He was in his imperial role, the master of pause and effect but also the 
devastating first-time touches - taps and swerves of perfect weight -which cut 
open Palace because his team-mates were on the same wavelength. Marsh in the 
hole, McManaman on the wings, Redknapp in the middle, prospered mightily. 'It 
is exciting to see young players playing like that,' said Souness.  
It was more exciting to see an older, larger one teaching the value of quality 
running. This was a team performance of mesmerising movement but no undue 
haste. Barnes, from the left of midfield, proved there is more than one way of 
being pumped up.  
The other influence in Liverpool's revival - 19th to an ominous ninth in seven 
games - is Piechnik's. Aided by Hooper's less adventurous goalkeeping, his solid 
central understanding with Nicol, plus the return of Jones, has stabilised the 
defence and provided a platform for the juggernaut to roll again.  
Palace had won four of their last five games against Liverpool but, when they 
were two down in 10 minutes and three in 18, the spectre of their 90 defeat at 
Anfield in 1989 must have walked before them. It did not materialise because 
Liverpool became lax in front of goal.  
That is not the end of it, though. Palace are back at Anfield tomorrow for the 
Coca-Cola Cup. If they do not take a marker or an exorcist, Barnes may add to his 
satisfaction.  
SCORERS: Liverpool: McManaman (7 and 18min), Marsh (10), Rosenthal (62), 
Hutchison (77)  
Liverpool: Hooper; Marsh, Burrows, Nicol, Piechnik, Hutchison, McManaman, 
Redknapp, Rosenthal (Stewart, 75), Barnes, Jones.  
Crystal Palace: Martyn; Humphrey, Shaw, Southgate, Young, Thorn, Osborn, 
Sinnott (Ndah 77), Armstrong, Williams (Coleman, 63), McGoldrick  
Referee: S Lodge (Barnsley). 
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BRITISH SOCCER WEEK 
Crisis at Palace  
Resurgent Liverpool swept Crystal Palace aside with three goals in the first 18 
minutes as the return of John Barnes helped inspire them to their most 
convincing performance of the season.  
The vibrant Barnes set up the first of Steve McManaman's two goals and only a 
fine fingertip save by Palace 'keeper Nigel Martyn, from a typically fiercely struck 
free-kick, denied the England winner a goal to crown his first full match of the 
season.  
 
Liverpool's inspired performance will give nightmares to Palace's harassed 
defenders who have to come back to Anfield on Tuesday night in the last 16 of 
the Coca-Cola Cup.  
 
Today's game was just nine minutes old when Barnes neatly found space for an 
inviting cross to McManaman whose looping header dipped just under the Palace 
bar.  
 
Two minutes later Mike Marsh unleashed a magnificent 30-yard drive to put 
Liverpool firmly in the driving seat.  
 
After 18 minutes Lee Sinnott's attempted header back to his 'keeper left Martyn 
stranded, McManaman taking the ball calmly round him to steer home the third 
goal.  
 
Ronnie Rosenthal scored the fourth, hammering McManaman's cross powerfully 
home from close range after 62 minutes and Don Hutchison completed the rout, 
firing in from Marsh's low cross 15 minutes later.  
 
Hutchison headed just wide and had another header well saved while 
McManaman and Jamie Redknapp went close and Palace skipper Eric Young was 
booked for holding back a surging Rosenthal run in a commanding Liverpool first-
half.  
 
Liverpool were lining up to pay tribute to Barnes after the game. Manager 
Graeme Souness said: "It's hard to single out anyone from that performance but 
you've got to mention John Barnes. He contributed to three of the goals and 
showed the sort of form I thought it would take him six or seven games down the 
road to achieve. He's obviously tired but he's a really good footballer - a top 
footballer. Maybe during six months out he's had a good look at the game and at 
himself. He's not 19 or 20 anymore and maybe he's going to have to adjust his 
game slightly. He's a senior player, an old head, and if there's anything we're a bit 
short of it is senior players helping the younger ones. The crowd are doing that 
and I asked the older players to do that as well."  
 
"I thought we played very well today. The start we got helped us but we played 
some excellent football and were worthy winners. I though it was a thoroughly 
entertaining game. For a neutral or a Liverpool supporter to see young players like 
that excites me and I'm sure it excites everyone else."  
 
Skipper Steve Nicol said: "John Barnes makes everyone else play. You could see all 
the young lads were enjoying it. Lifting your head and seeing John Barnes there is 
quite a nice thing to be able to do. He provides another option and makes it a lot 
easier for them. They all did their bit and were tremendous today - I enjoyed 
watching them! John is tired. It's only his second game back, but he's a strong 
lad."  
 
Crystal Palace left the stadium just over half an hour after the final whistle and 
neither Steve Coppell nor his players attended the post-match press conference.  
 


